
Listening or Reading for global meaning. The codes for these are Lm and Rm

Listening or Reading for detail. The codes for these are Ld and Rd.

Listening and Reading for opinion. The codes for these are Lo and Ro.

Dear Teacher,

Cambridge International has a new Curriculum Framework for Cambridge Lower Secondary

English as a Second Language (0876). Below we highlight some of the changes. Please visit

www.cambridgeinternational.org to find information and full details of the changes.

We've updated our range of Student’s Books, Teacher’s Guides and Workbooks* to ensure

that teachers and learners alike are fully supported throughout the course, in the classroom

and at home. Find out more at Hoddereducation.com/cambridge-checkpoint-World-English.

The learning objectives for Cambridge Lower Secondary English as a Second Language are

based on the Council of Europe’s Common European Framework of Reference for Languages

(CEFR). 

Learner progression in each strand within the curriculum framework for each stage is mapped

in terms of the common reference levels in the CEFR. For Stages 7 and 8 learners are working

at B1 Level and in Stage 9 Level B2 is introduced.

Listening and Reading Strands

In the previous curriculum framework there were four sub strands for the Listening strand:

Listening for detail, Listening for gist/global meaning, Listening for main idea, Listening for

opinion/ attitude/ feeling. There were also four sub strands for the Reading strand: Reading for

detail, Reading for function, Reading for gist/global meaning, Reading for main idea.

The Listening and Reading strands are now more closely aligned to each other. For both

strands there are now three distinct sub strands:

Writing Strand

Whilst the sub strands for writing remain unchanged: Communicative achievement, and

Organisation, the coding has changed to Wca, Wc, Wor respectively. Previously the sub skill

for spelling accurately was developed in the Use of English Strand. Now this sub skill is

developed within the Writing sub strand for Communicative achievement.

Speaking Strand

In the previous curriculum framework there were no separate sub strands for Speaking. Now

the Strand has been organised into the following three sub strands:

Communication. The code for this is Sc.

Express opinion. The code for this is So

Organisation. The code for this is Sor.
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Grammatical forms. The code for this is Ug.

Vocabulary. The code for this is Uv.

Sentence Structure. The code for this has changed from Ut to Us.

In terms of the Communication sub strand the learner will develop the skills of giving

descriptions, asking and answering questions, pronunciation, fluency and accuracy.

Use of English Strand In the previous curriculum framework there were five sub strands for the

Use of English strand. These were Collocation, General vocabulary, Grammatical forms,

Language range and appropriacy and Sentence structure. Now the Strand has been organised

into the following three sub strands: 

Hodder Education has created a range of resources matched to the new Cambridge Lower

Secondary curriculum frameworks, the Cambridge Checkpoint series ensures the courses’

learning objectives are covered from beginning to end. 

Best wishes, 

Sioban Parker & the Hodder Education Team
(Curriculum consultant) 

*We are working with Cambridge Assessment International Education to gain endorsement for this

forthcoming series.

Head to hoddereducation.com/cambridge-checkpoint-world-english for more information

To see the range and discover how it could support your teaching please head to

Hoddereducation.com/Cambridge-checkpoint-world-english or contact your local sales contact,

whose details can be found on our website.
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